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Advisory Services
A ULI Advisory Services panel was asked to evaluate the development potential of Square 54, the former site of the George Washington University (GW) Hospital. This 2.5-acre property is owned by the university and will be available for development under a 60-year ground lease arrangement. The panel’s recommendations support mixed-use development of the site, including Class A office space, high-end residential rental units in combination with some workforce and/or affordable housing, and street-level retail providing a variety of neighborhood services and community amenities.

Development of this site is a singular opportunity to bring new life to this portion of Pennsylvania Avenue at Washington Circle. Working collaboratively with an eye toward the future, the city, the university, and the community can create a special neighborhood “place” in the Foggy Bottom/West End area. High-quality mixed-use development and a well-designed streetscape can help energize the entire area. Much-needed neighborhood services, particularly along I Street, directly across from the Foggy Bottom Metro station, should be part of the redevelopment plan. Public open space and amenities also should be integral to the plan.

A grocery store—one retail component sought by all segments of the community—is a basic convenience now lacking in the area that should be included in the development plan. Community participation in the planning process should help identify other services that will benefit area residents. The project should be of world-class design, as it has the potential to become an architectural asset to the city for decades to come.

**Context**

The George Washington University has set forth a “grow up, not out” development philosophy for its Foggy Bottom campus. Although it could realize this strategy by demolishing some existing buildings and replacing them with higher-density structures, this cannot be done under the current campus plan’s zoning restrictions, which limit development within the campus boundaries to an aggregate 3.5 floor/area ratio (FAR, the ratio between floor area and lot size, which determines density).

The university has determined that its FAR would have to be increased to 4.5 in order to accommodate the amount of academic space and student housing it expects to need in the future; the panel thinks that a 5.0 FAR for the campus proper is equally appropriate. The panel suggests, however, that the FAR for Square 54 be increased to between 7.0 and 8.0, to accommodate a mixed-use development plan. The Square 54 development plan thus can be expected to trigger a new round of zoning hearings that will require amending the current campus plan or providing other zoning relief. To receive approval for site redevelopment by the District of Columbia Zoning Commission, a planned unit development (PUD) application will be necessary. The District of Columbia Office of Planning (OP) has indicated that any PUD application for Square 54 would have to be accompanied by a plan to accommodate GW’s future needs within the Foggy Bottom campus boundaries.

Clearly, the density allowance for Square 54 and the rest of the Foggy Bottom campus is a key issue that must be resolved before Square 54 can be redeveloped. After meeting with many of the stakeholders concerned about the redevelopment of Square 54, the panel found that each contingent would be pleased with some aspect of the proposed mixed-use project. In other words, the plan contains something for everyone. It is evident that friction exists between the residential community and the university. This friction appears to be caused primarily by the student housing—and some academic services—that extend beyond the campus borders and into surrounding neighborhoods.
One solution to this encroachment issue lies in increasing the FAR for Square 54 and the entire Foggy Bottom campus. Ultimately, doing so would benefit both the community and the university, since it would allow university uses to be concentrated within the campus boundaries. The panel suggests an increase in the campus FAR from 3.5 to 5.0 in order to ensure this.

The Foggy Bottom Campus Plan, a legal zoning document that expires in 2009, requires the university, by fall 2006, to make on-campus beds available to 70 percent of full-time Foggy Bottom undergraduate students—up to an enrollment of 8,000. The university also must provide one bed for each full-time undergraduate enrolled in excess of 8,000. In addition, the plan calls for a Foggy Bottom campus cap of 20,000 students. As of the spring 2005 semester, the university provided on-campus housing for 71 percent of its Foggy Bottom campus undergraduate students, and it is working to continue its compliance with the campus plan’s housing requirement through new construction and other on-campus housing initiatives. The student housing situation has troubled some community members, who have called for the former hospital site to be used for university-owned student housing. While the panel does not recommend providing student housing on the Square 54 site, it does note that a portion of the site could be used to accommodate student housing if the university is unable to meet its housing needs elsewhere within the existing campus boundaries.

The university currently forecasts that it will need an additional 500,000 square feet of space for student housing and 1.5 million square feet for academic and medical uses through the next decade. The strategy that the university has proposed to meet these needs is to build on certain parcels within the campus boundaries under the hoped-for increase in allowable density. The panel believes that the university can meet its space needs within its existing boundaries, provided it receives approval to increase the floor/area ratio. The panel therefore suggests that the community and the city work with the university to define ways to ensure the university’s ability to meet its space needs within its existing boundaries.

The panel’s recommendation for an increase in the FAR for Square 54 and the rest of the campus is explained later in this report. It also is important to note that increasing the FAR for Square 54 will help the city by producing an increase in revenue from taxes on private development and will benefit the university financially through its ground lease arrangement. This will help increase the university’s endowment and provide the necessary funds to meet future needs.

The Assignment

The George Washington University, in collaboration with the District of Columbia Office of Planning, hosted this three-day panel, and GW and OP worked together to prepare the necessary background data required by the panel to evaluate the development potential of Square 54. They provided the panel with extensive briefing materials including site, land use, and zoning information as well as market and demographic data. The panel attended an on-site briefing and toured the Square 54 site and the rest of the Foggy Bottom campus. Panel members then participated in discussions with a wide range of stakeholder groups. Of particular benefit was the participation of the development team in the panel’s briefing and tour.

The panel was asked to evaluate the development potential of Square 54 relative to the Foggy Bottom neighborhood, the West End, Pennsylvania Avenue, and the downtown, and to consider the site’s adjacency to the new GW Hospital and the Foggy Bottom Metro station. In addition, the panel was asked to define the significance of this site within the broader Washington, D.C., metropolitan region.

The panel also was asked to address a number of specific issues. The university asked the panel to explore the ways in which commercial development can benefit all the key stakeholders in order to:

• Help the university fund future academic and housing needs on its Foggy Bottom campus;
• Maximize benefits for the city through the use of smart growth and transit-oriented development principles and increased tax revenue; and
• Maximize benefits for the community by providing neighborhood retail services and pedestrian amenities.

The university asked the panel to help determine the optimal mix and location of residential, retail, and office uses on Square 54. It also asked the panel to consider these elements within the context of helping the university accommodate its future housing and academic needs on the Foggy Bottom campus.

Redevelopment also should include a number of components to serve other area stakeholders. The panel was asked to identify which community services, university-related land uses, and/or public amenities should be included in the redevelopment plan. In addition, the panel was asked to identify the design elements considered crucial to ensure a redevelopment plan of the highest quality and those elements deemed necessary to enhance the property’s sense of place, establish linkages, and address various urban planning goals.

It is important to note that this panel is one component of a broader community-based planning effort that GW, in conjunction with OP, has been pursuing over the past several months. GW also convened a series of community meetings throughout the summer to discuss the future development of the Foggy Bottom campus and the redevelopment of Square 54.
The District of Columbia has one of the healthiest downtowns in the United States. A review of the overall economy reveals that all key growth sectors have been affected by the positive downtown real estate market.

The panel conducted an overview of various market segments. It also considered the specific attributes of Square 54 and the implications of its redevelopment. The panel’s market analysis focuses mainly on multifamily housing—particularly the rental market—office development, and retail services. The panel relied on Delta Associates, a local firm that closely tracks the residential market, for the apartment and condominium data and on Cassidy & Pinkard, a local brokerage and real estate services firm, for the office data.

**Market Context**

As part of its effort to assess the market potential for the development of Square 54, the panel examined the region and the city, considering employment drivers and the real estate markets for commercial/office, residential, and retail uses.

Recent employment growth in the region has been positive. The metropolitan area has added 71,000 jobs in the last year. Jobs in the District of Columbia now total almost 675,000. This reflects the addition of 12,000 jobs since 2002 and 3,000 within the last year. Key growth sectors include finance and real estate, professional and business services, other services, and the leisure and hospitality industries.

**The Office Market**

Overall, the District’s economic engine has driven growth in all of the major real estate sectors. The office market has been strong and remains one of the healthiest downtown markets in the country. The average vacancy rate in the United States now stands at 16 percent, whereas the 2004 year-end vacancy rate in D.C. was 7.5 percent.

Although the vacancy rate increased slightly from 2003, it reflects significant new deliveries of 2.5 million square feet and the absorption of 1.7 million square feet of space.

Office leasing has occurred throughout the District, with the federal government—primarily the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA)—and major law firms leading the charge in taking significant amounts of space. Rents are in the low $40 to $50 per square foot range for new space.

Institutional investment in the District has been strong. According to Cassidy & Pinkard, office sales in 2004 topped $3.5 billion for the second year in a row. The average price paid was $363 per square foot. In addition, one fourth of the sales were at prices above $400 per square foot, underscoring the desirability of Washington, D.C., as a market for long-term institutional investment.

The outlook is for this level of development to continue. Of the 3.1 million square feet that was expected to be delivered in 2005, 1.7 million square feet reportedly was preleased at year-end 2004. Vacancy in the District at the end of first-quarter 2005 was down to 7.3 percent. Absorption totaled 430,000 square feet and ground was broken for 1,269,000 square feet. At the end of the first quarter, Cassidy & Pinkard expected 2.7 million square feet to be delivered in 2005, 50 percent of it preleased.

**The Residential Market**

The high level of commercial development and the accompanying employment growth drive the local residential market. The current apartment vacancy rate in the District is 3.1 percent; the newer Class A sector is even tighter, at 2.9 percent. This compares with a national average of 6.6 percent, with 5 percent generally considered a balanced vacancy rate.
These extraordinarily tight market conditions have driven rental rates extremely high. According to Delta Associates, gross rents for Class A units now average $2,100 to $2,200 per month and more than $2.00 per square foot.

The city’s development pipeline contains 2,800 units that have been planned and another 2,000 units on the drawing board. Mayor Anthony Williams has a goal of adding 100,000 new District residents over a ten-year period.

Based on the outlook for employment growth in the District, together with the number of development projects in the pipeline, these tight market conditions can be expected to continue well into the future. Delta Associates forecasts that in 2008, vacancy in stabilized properties will average just 1.5 percent. This suggests that rental rates will continue to escalate rapidly.

Tight apartment market conditions and high rental rates have helped drive the development of new condominium projects. Over the past 12 months, 3,200 new condominiums were sold in D.C. and 10,900 in the region. This compares to just 2,000 sales of new units in 2003 in the District and 5,400 in the region. In addition, a large number of resales of existing condominium units took place, with a total of 3,100 units changing ownership in 2004. With 29 residential projects currently in the development pipeline in the District, 3,500 units are expected to be added during the next 36 months. Additional development—of seven more projects presently on the drawing board—could bring these potential additions up to 4,800 units over the next few years, ensuring a continuing robust market.

These numbers illustrate the magnitude of activity in the residential market, which in turn is reflected in housing prices. The high level of demand has caused prices to rise precipitously. According to Delta Associates, the price of an existing D.C. housing unit rose 23 percent in 2004 and that of an existing unit in the region rose 27 percent.

Typical prices for new condominium units in the District have reached $400 to $600 per square foot. This translates into purchase prices starting at $500,000. Resale condos, in comparison, tend to be priced lower, starting at around $325,000, an increase from $227,000 in 2002. This reflects a more than 20 percent increase in the average price of resale condominiums.

**University Needs**

The George Washington University first opened its doors in 1821 as the Columbian College in the District of Columbia. It changed its name to the George Washington University in 1904 and in 1912 began the move to its Foggy Bottom campus, the area George Washington had envisioned for his national university. (The university also has a second campus devoted to graduate studies and research in northern Virginia.) Historically, GW’s graduate programs have had a strong reputation, but its undergraduate program once was characterized by more part-time than full-time students. Over the past decade, GW has evolved into a world-class university with an undergraduate program that also has a strong reputation.

The university now has a more strategic mix of full-time undergraduates and full- and part-time graduate students.

Importantly, GW’s admission process has become extremely selective in recent years. Ten years ago, the university accepted almost 60 percent of the less than 10,000 students who applied. Today, the number of applications has doubled, and the university admits just 36 percent of its applicants. In the 2004 academic year, student enrollment on GW’s Foggy Bottom campus reached 18,783. This figure reflects growth of about 2,000 students since 2000. The university is nearing its student enrollment cap of 20,000 students on this campus, as approved in the Foggy Bottom Campus Plan.

This shift in enrollment is significant for the university, since an increase in full-time undergraduate enrollment is anticipated to result in an increase in alumni giving. Full-time undergraduates who spend four years at a single university generally tend to be more generous as alumni when it comes to supporting their alma mater’s endowment fund. The university’s history thus has resulted in a smaller current endowment than would be expected at a school of 20,000 students.
Site Implications

The development perspective for Square 54 is strategically tied to its location along Pennsylvania Avenue on Washington Circle and to the fact that it is among the last vacant parcels of land west of the downtown. It also should be noted that Washington Circle is one of the green spaces designed by Pierre L’Enfant in his 1790 plan for the city. While some recent investment has been aimed at enhancing this public space, opportunities exist for additional improvements.

Square 54 also is strategically located across from one of the region’s most-used Metrorail stations. The Foggy Bottom Metro station is the third-busiest in the system, after only Union Station and Metro Center. In addition, the property anchors the western edge of the Golden Triangle commercial business district. The development site is particularly important from a future land use perspective, because it falls within the boundaries of the university’s Foggy Bottom campus and is adjacent to the historic Foggy Bottom residential neighborhood.

Potential Site Components

The development of Square 54 is a major opportunity for responsible planning and design to serve a variety of users. It offers an ideal location to be developed as an example of the best practices of smart growth, transit-oriented development, and mixed-use design. The panel concluded, however, that using Square 54 for academic purposes would not realize the full potential of the site for the city or the local community. The panel believes that classrooms and student housing would be more appropriately located elsewhere within the campus boundaries.

Office Space. Square 54’s location on Washington Circle adjacent to the office buildings along Pennsylvania Avenue makes it an ideal location for an institutional-grade, Class A office complex of singular distinction. Medical offices also would be appropriate.

Housing. The property also is an excellent site for residential development. Housing can provide a transition between the commercial uses on Washington Circle and the university and surrounding neighborhood. The panel suggests that an appropriate scale for this residential component would be a total of 250 to 400 units in two buildings that would match the urban character of the immediate area.

Neighborhood Services. A site of this importance also must include a variety of uses that address the need for neighborhood services, as well as the social and cultural needs of the community. Toward this end, the panel believes that neighborhood retail is a critical use for bringing street life to the overall project. The panel determined that a variety of services are needed, most importantly a small, full-service grocery of perhaps 25,000 to 40,000 square feet to serve local residents. No real food store alternatives exist in the immediate area to address the needs of the 21,000 households—with an average income of $87,000—that reside within a mile of Square 54.

Other appropriate neighborhood retail to serve the needs of residents, students, and workers could include a bookstore, sit-down restaurants, lunchtime delis, and other convenience shops and services. An appropriate scale for neighborhood retail would be up to 75,000 square feet, including the grocery store. One suggestion is to combine the university bookstore with a major bookseller, thereby freeing university space for other academic needs and creating a retail destination that will be shared by everyone—students, residents, and office workers alike.

Select cultural uses on the site—such as a public library, art galleries, or theater venues—also would be appropriate and would benefit the community. To help create an active street life, neighborhood retail and cultural facilities should be incorporated into the redevelopment plan.

The panel recommends that a mixed-use development plan for the site reflect the best practices of land use planning today. The panel followed this market assessment with a site analysis to help determine the appropriate density and intensity of the development components.
Planning and Design

Key issues related to the planning and design of this 2.5-acre site led the panel to recommend a mix of uses and densities in an effort to determine the best urban design solution for Square 54. After meeting with stakeholders, the panel found that a general consensus exists concerning the types of land uses that are believed to be most appropriate for a site of this prominence. Given the site’s size and the varying character of its surroundings, the panel believes that all interested parties can benefit from the site’s redevelopment. Each side of the site has a distinct character, with Washington Circle and Pennsylvania Avenue to the north; the new GW Hospital and the Foggy Bottom Metro station to the west along 23rd Street; I Street to the south, providing a natural separation between the university campus and the planned new mixed-use development; and, to the east, the quieter 22nd Street, where the Medical Faculty Associates office building is located.

The Washington Circle side of the site along Pennsylvania Avenue certainly is appropriate for the continuation of the downtown office market, providing a world-class address and the opportunity for a signature building. The 22nd and 23rd street sides should accommodate the residential component of the mixed-use project. Given the value of the site and the demand for downtown housing, the panel recommends that housing be provided in more than one building to safeguard against the development of a single, large, overpowering structure. Multiple buildings will allow open space to be included throughout the site, possibly providing views from the street into the center of the block.

The university will retain ownership of Square 54 under a 60-year ground lease with the Boston Properties/KSI Services developer team. The terms of the development agreement give the university the flexibility to recapture all or part of the site for university purposes if it determines that to be necessary prior to commencement of construction by the developer team. The structure of the ground lease arrangement limits residential development to rental housing. For market reasons, the panel believes that this should consist primarily of market-rate housing, with some percentage of the units designated as workforce housing. Some units could be offered as furnished apartments to visiting professors, physicians, or businesspeople, while other units could be made affordable for hospital workers and university employees. Mixed-price housing can serve a wide range of occupants seeking rental opportunities.

The I Street corridor between 22nd and 23rd streets is the ideal spine along which retail services should be located. Ground-level retail, with some second-story retail space, should be designed to provide the street vitality so much in demand in urban neighborhoods throughout the country. Since the Foggy Bottom Metro station empties onto I Street, these services can bring together all segments of the community: commuters, office workers, students, existing neighborhood residents, and new residents. A multitude of services should be concentrated here, to the benefit of everyone. These services could include a small grocery store, drycleaners, and perhaps a bookstore that would serve both the university and the public.

Mixed-use development would serve the city and the university by adding the property to the tax rolls and allowing the university to realize income from the land lease. The university then could devote some of these funds to building needed academic facilities and student housing on developable sites elsewhere within the campus boundaries.
Site Analysis

The panel studied Square 54 to determine the best location and access for each potential use. Its analysis considered the following land uses: office, residential, retail, service and loading, and parking. In an effort to determine the best location for each land use, the panel gave each side of the site a grade ranging from A to D- for each use.

Office Development

The panel deemed the Washington Circle side of the site most appropriate for office development—giving it a grade of A—because of its high visibility and its impressive Pennsylvania Avenue address.

The 23rd Street side of the site also features good visibility, but a high volume of traffic travels to and from Virginia along this major commuter route. This street also provides access to the new hospital’s emergency entrance, resulting in a grade of B for office development. The 22nd Street side experiences low traffic volumes, but enjoys good visibility from Pennsylvania Avenue. Opposite Square 54 are private office uses. This side of the site, however, is deemed more appropriate for other uses, and thus also receives a B.

The panel believes that the I Street side of the site is the least desirable location for office development, and thus gives it a grade of C. This side of Square 54 lies directly across from the university and has a high degree of pedestrian traffic, making it far more attractive for other uses.

Residential Development

The Washington Circle side of the site along Pennsylvania Avenue also received an A grade for residential development. Again, this side enjoys high visibility and has the highest value as a street address. It thus becomes a matter of weighing the value of residential uses against office uses at this location. The panel found that other desirable locations exist for residential uses fronting on the bordering streets.

Both the 23rd Street side and the quieter 22nd Street side—which also is visible from Pennsylvania Avenue and located across from private uses—offer good locations for residential development. What makes the 23rd Street side slightly better for housing (giving it a grade of B) than the 22nd Street side (which earned a B-) is the fact that the 22nd Street side appears best suited for service and loading, which would result in heavy truck traffic. Residential uses are least appropriate along I Street, which received a grade of C because of the noise associated with a high volume of pedestrian traffic.

Retail Development

The panel determined that I Street—which has the highest level of pedestrian traffic and low vehicular traffic volumes—is the best location for retail development, giving it a grade of A for this use. This location is deemed ideal for neighborhood service retail and restaurants, which could be conveniently situated along the border of the GW campus and convenient to office workers, residents, and people arriving by Metro. The fact that the Foggy Bottom Metro station empties directly onto I Street will draw passengers to the retail strip. The street also enjoys partial visibility from 22nd and 23rd streets.

The 23rd Street and Washington Circle sides of the property also are deemed good locations for retail development, both receiving a grade of B+. On the 23rd Street side, the high volume of pedestrian traffic and the visibility of this location, across from the hospital, offer attractive benefits for retailers. High vehicular traffic volume, however, makes it less desirable for cafes and outdoor dining. The Washington Circle side also offers high visibility, but pedestrian volumes there are lower, and high traffic speeds and volume make the location unattractive for outdoor dining and restaurants.

The least desirable location for retail is along the 22nd Street side, which received a grade of C because of its low visibility, less traffic, and fewer pedestrians. This side of the site appears to be best suited for use as a service and loading zone for the mixed-use project.

Service and Loading

As mentioned above, low levels of automobile and pedestrian traffic make the 22nd Street side of the site best suited for service and loading access; this side thus receives a grade of A for this use. While the lower speed and volume of
Project area.
traffic along I Street could make this side of the site workable for service and loading, the area has far more value as a retail corridor providing storefronts and sidewalk dining opportunities. The panel gave it a grade of B-.

High traffic volumes and the hospital emergency access area inhibit truck loading along 23rd Street, thus earning this side a grade of C. Even more challenging for this use would be the Washington Circle side, because of the area’s very high traffic volumes, multiple intersections, and curved roadway, all of which would result in an extremely hazardous situation. Because the Pennsylvania Avenue/Washington Circle side is the site’s most prestigious address with the highest real estate value, it received a grade of D- for this use.

**Parking**

Twenty-second Street works best as a service street, although southbound traffic will have to proceed to 21st Street via Pennsylvania Avenue, earning it a grade of B+ for parking access. The I Street side is too valuable for retail and open-space amenities to interrupt it with access to below-grade parking, earning it a B. Left-hand turns during peak hours would be too difficult when exiting parking facilities onto 23rd Street, although this street does allow two-way traffic, earning it a B-. Pennsylvania Avenue along the circle would be the least desirable access point for parking. This side’s high value for other uses, along with high volumes of traffic, results in a grade of C- for parking/access.

**Putting It All Together**

The panel was emphatic about the need to spread retail services around the base of the development in order to animate the street with pedestrian activity. Destination retail uses and a signature restaurant should be included in the office section off Pennsylvania Avenue. Office lobbies also should be positioned along Pennsylvania Avenue, perhaps facing the circle. This is certainly the most prestigious side of Square 54 and the address to use for these prominent development components.

Residential lobbies could be located off both 22nd and 23rd streets. The panel suggests a combination of built forms with the massing of separate buildings to avoid a fortresslike development.

Additional neighborhood service retail should be located at street level along 23rd Street, while 22nd Street should maintain a quieter, more residential facade. Because traffic is less intense on 22nd Street, the panel also recommends locating service/loading and parking access there.

The I Street corridor should be the real focus of neighborhood goods and service retail. This area, between 22nd and 23rd streets, should be developed as the project’s gathering place, providing conveniences and services for everyone in the area. The grocery store entrance should be on I Street. While the grocery store will need some street-level frontage, it also could include some lower-level space. The panel believes that the I Street spine should be developed with sidewalk cafes, attractive street furniture and street trees, decorative paving, and so forth, to attract a variety of users, including university and hospital employees as well as office workers, neighborhood residents, and Metro riders.

Square 54 has the potential to become a destination development that also provides needed services and amenities for those who live and work in the area. The panel’s plan, described below, includes substantial building setbacks on I Street designed to create a people-friendly streetscape.

**Density**

Development density should reflect the value of this site, which is the last major developable parcel along Pennsylvania Avenue west of the downtown. The prominence of this site, which fronts on Pennsylvania Avenue and Washington Circle, requires a world-class signature development that respects the surrounding context. The panel believes that this can be accomplished by interlacing open space with varied building massing, as determined by the allowable FAR.

The current campus plan’s zoning restrictions limit development on the campus to an aggregate FAR of 3.5. Since Square 54 is within the campus boundaries, the allowable FAR for this site must be increased in order to make possible the height and density of development that are most appropriate for the site, given its value and surroundings. The university also is seeking to accommo-
date its academic and student housing needs within its boundaries. To make this possible, the panel also suggests a concurrent—but lower—increase in the FAR for the rest of the campus. Basically, the panel recommends that the campus FAR be increased to 5.0, which it believes will enable the university to accommodate current and future needs within its existing boundaries.

After considering a number of density scenarios for Square 54, the panel recommends an increase in the FAR for Square 54 to between 7.0 and 8.0. It believes that by varying the sizes of buildings and their placement, the developers can achieve this level of density and maintain land values without overshadowing the surrounding existing development. Most existing office buildings in the area are about 130 feet tall, while residential buildings are about 110 feet high. Varying building heights and massing on Square 54 can help define building uses and ameliorate the impacts of denser development. The panel does not recommend an FAR higher than 8.0, however, because it believes it would be too difficult to ensure a top-quality project developed at that density.

A Potential Development Concept Plan

The panel devised a potential development concept plan for the purpose of estimating the impact of an increased FAR on the site. The plan includes open space and service/loading access with below-grade parking. It also contains the following elements:

Office Development on Pennsylvania Avenue and Washington Circle. This would include ten stories of office space above ground-floor retail space in an 11-story building with approximately 45,000 square feet per floor, for a total of about 495,000 square feet.

An Apartment Building Fronting 22nd Street. This would consist of 11 stories of housing above street-level retail space in a 12-story building with approximately 12,000 square feet per floor, for a total of 144,000 square feet.

An Apartment Building Fronting 23rd Street. This slightly larger building would contain ten stories of housing above ground-floor retail with approximately 18,000 square feet per floor, for a total of 198,000 square feet.

This development scenario, which would result in a total developed area of about 837,000 square feet and an FAR of 7.3, supports the panel’s recommendation that an FAR of 7.0 to 8.0 is appropriate for Square 54. This represents a significant increase from the existing 3.5 FAR for university property.
The redevelopment of Square 54 should meet the challenge of creating a place that accommodates all stakeholders, a development in which everyone can take great pride. This will require effective communication and flexibility. A process must be developed that will ensure community participation and input. This process already is well underway, and the ULI Advisory Services panel is one step in the process. In addition to the panel's input, the university has spearheaded a number of other studies, which are discussed below, to help involve the community in determining the development potential of Square 54.

The Stakeholders

The panel believes that the redevelopment of Square 54 is essential to meeting the varied goals of a diverse group of stakeholders, which includes the following:

- **Community stakeholders** include residents, businesses, churches, local advisory neighborhood commissions, and other civic and community associations and organizations.

- **City stakeholders** include the District of Columbia Zoning Commission, Office of Planning, Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic Development, Department of Transportation, Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, Historic Preservation Review Board, National Capital Planning Commission, and the National Park Service.

- **University stakeholders** include GW students, faculty, staff, alumni, and the board of trustees.

- **Business and institutional stakeholders** include the Greater Washington Board of Trade, Boston Properties, KSI Services, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Kennedy Center, and real estate developers, brokers, and consultants.

Given the variety of existing uses, densities, and architectural styles in the surrounding area, stakeholders will be challenged to help create a unique development solution for Square 54 that fits within the existing context. Using smart growth, transit-oriented development, and mixed-use development principles should result in a successful place where people can live, shop, work, and play. While the approval and development processes can become complicated, they need not be. Effective communication, flexibility, and commitment to a reasonable solution will help stakeholders achieve most of their aspirations.

The Planning Process

In an effort to enhance effective communication among all stakeholders and assist them in the planning, approval, and development processes, George Washington University and the D.C. Office of Planning have been engaged in creating a process that will solicit and encourage community participation and input. This comprehensive planning effort has already begun and includes the following four major components:

- **GW Campus Analysis Study.** Before considering the potential of using Square 54 for other than university purposes, GW undertook an analysis to evaluate its future space requirements and how that growth could be accommodated within the boundaries of its Foggy Bottom campus.

- **GW Campus and Neighborhood Study.** Following the preliminary work completed for the campus analysis, and upon the recommendation of OP, GW retained Ehrenkrantz Eckstut and Kuhn Architects to work with the District, the community, and the university to evaluate the future development of the Foggy Bottom cam-
pus and Square 54 in the context of the surrounding neighborhoods.

• **Developer Team Site Study.** After a comprehensive review and evaluation process, the university selected Boston Properties and KSI Services (BP/KSI) to lead the Square 54 redevelopment effort. The BP/KSI team has started preliminary work to consider and determine the appropriate mix of uses and density and to evaluate Square 54 within the context of the surrounding area.

• **ULI Advisory Services Panel Square 54 Redevelopment Study.** GW, in conjunction with OP, convened this ULI panel to bring volunteer, impartial experts from a variety of disciplines and regions to evaluate land use and redevelopment opportunities for Square 54. The panel was asked to provide recommendations as to the appropriate densities and uses on the site, given the context of the Washington Circle area and the Pennsylvania Avenue corridor, together with a consideration of the needs of the surrounding neighborhoods.

**Stakeholder Goals**

While the variety of stakeholder goals and individual goals may seem incompatible, the panel believes that reasonable compromise will allow for a suitable and timely solution.

The panel identified a number of goals for which consensus appears to exist among a majority of stakeholders:

• Promote a vibrant sense of community;

• Ensure that university development is confined within its boundaries, providing on-campus housing for at least 70 percent of the undergraduate students on the Foggy Bottom campus;

• Create an exciting destination for residents, students, and professionals with amenities and gathering places that help enhance an enriched quality of life and improve community relations;

• Incorporate smart growth, mixed-use, and transit-oriented development principles;

• Respond positively to changing market dynamics;

• Provide a unique opportunity for the city to attract residents, add jobs, and augment sales, property, and income taxes by getting Square 54 on the tax rolls;

• Bring people and activity to the street to help generate energy, safety, and enhanced university, business, and community interaction;

• Utilize appropriate architecture and scale to ensure that new construction will be in context with a variety of current and future uses, including the university, Pennsylvania Avenue office buildings, institutional buildings, and the residential neighborhood;

• Create an appropriate “front door” for the project that is compatible with the neighborhood context; and

• Generate revenues to fund GW’s academic mission and sustain its momentum to remain a world-class institution and fulfill its academic mission.

In order to make Square 54 available for non-university uses, in the future GW will need to build new facilities elsewhere within the campus boundaries, which will require increasing the campus FAR.

**Partnering**

All stakeholders can benefit from partnerships formed among various stakeholder groups. These include the following:

• GW partnering with an experienced and respected development team comprised of Boston Properties and KSI Services;

• BP/KSI partnering with a respected university and the nation’s best land use experts—planners, architects, traffic consultants, capital providers, and others; and

• BP/KSI, GW, the city, and the community partnering among each other to deliver mutually agreed-upon concepts with approvals granted in a timely fashion.
The BP/KSI collaboration brings experience, skills, creativity, and proven solutions to the complicated process of mixed-use development, including:

- The ability to create a development concept that will deliver a viable place for people to work, shop, play, and live;
- Experience designing and building mixed-use office, retail, and residential facilities with structured parking that provide long-term benefits for stakeholders;
- Expertise with urban infill projects in the Washington, D.C., area;
- Access to required capital;
- A thorough understanding of the development process, including development concepts, entitlements, financing, design and construction, marketing and leasing, property management, and more;
- Coordination of development and project management to deliver the project on time and within budget; and
- The ability to effectively communicate with all stakeholders, reach consensus, and negotiate and document all agreements.

The partnership between GW and BP/KSI offers several advantages. It allows each partner to do what it does best. (In other words, it “lets the teachers teach and the builders build.”) It also provides GW with the ability to retain long-term ownership of the land and improvements while receiving annual cash flow through a ground lease arrangement.

All stakeholders are far more likely to achieve their respective goals in a timely, mutually respectful, and meaningful manner if they approach the process as partners. This partnering arrangement should result in the enhancement of the Washington Circle area well into the future.

The Implementation Process

In order to successfully implement the redevelopment of Square 54, the panel recommends that the development partners do the following:

- Embrace the community-wide planning process;
- Create and present development concepts to the stakeholders;
- Encourage stakeholders to reach out to communicate effectively with each other in a transparent fashion to share constructive ideas and build mutual credibility;
- Share updated GW campus-wide land use plans, including plans for Square 54;
- Initiate and secure all regulatory approvals;
- Complete design and specifications as well as the bidding process and begin construction;
- Establish a flexible but focused marketing campaign, determine the optimal tenant mix, and secure anchor tenants; and
- Set up and manage property operations, including ongoing community relations.

The panel believes that a world-class development can be built on Square 54, provided all stakeholders realize benefits from the project. For this to occur, all interested parties need to be open-minded, cooperative, transparent, and committed to quickly reaching an agreement that will ensure the long-term viability of the redevelopment plan.
Conclusion

Square 54 is a unique site that has the potential to become a special place. The panel emphasizes the benefits of a mixed-use development solution that can bring together all stakeholders by serving the needs of the community, the city, and the university. The combination of Class A office space, high-quality rental housing, and neighborhood-oriented retail in multiple structures must feature world-class architecture. This site is far too valuable for anything less than a signature project. Furthermore, a mixed-use development in this location will promote smart growth principles, address specific neighborhood needs, and enjoy the advantage of being served by a multimodal transportation network, including the Foggy Bottom Metro station, which is located directly across the street from the site.

Most cities today are striving to establish an active street life in their downtowns. The advantage of the I Street side of Square 54 is that it already has all the necessary ingredients: a location central to the downtown and adjacent to a Metro station with a high concentration of people. Redesigning the I Street streetscape as a retail corridor will provide a buffer between the denser development and the “people spaces” associated with the university and adjoining residential neighborhoods. A new Class A office building will further help to expand the area’s daytime population. An active street life provides another major community benefit by making the streets safer.

Improved pedestrian access around the site, especially to and through Washington Circle, also will benefit everyone in the vicinity. Pedestrians also will benefit from improved vehicular movement around the circle. The panel suggests that the D.C. Department of Transportation address these traffic issues for the benefit of both pedestrians and vehicular flow. Given the value of the land, the panel recommends underground parking to serve the site, preferably with access from 22nd Street.

The panel agrees that the development solution can and must serve the interests of all principal stakeholders. Those involved in the project—as well as those potentially affected by it—generally appear to support the proposal for a high-quality mixed-use development that will include office, residential, and retail space. It will be important to incorporate open space—possibly allowing views into the interior of the site—in the project’s design.

The panel’s main assumption is that the George Washington University will accommodate its academic and student housing needs within the mutually agreed upon campus boundaries, concurrent with its need for additional facilities. It is clear that the university is concentrating on evaluating development opportunities elsewhere within its existing campus plan boundaries to satisfy its need for additional academic space and student housing. By accommodating its needs elsewhere within the campus boundaries, GW can make Square 54 available for income-producing development opportunities. It is crucial that the university abide by its agreement to do so; this will have a major impact on ensuring the community’s support for this project.

The panel found that stakeholders generally support certain specific uses on Square 54. Everyone concerned noted the need for a moderately sized neighborhood grocery, as well as for other types of basic neighborhood services. In terms of housing, stakeholders generally agree that residential development on the site will help address the mayor’s initiative to significantly increase housing city-wide, with a goal of attracting 100,000 new residents over a ten-year period. Additional housing also will offset the need to replace some of the rental units recently lost in the Foggy Bottom area. The panel suggests that while most of the rental housing on the site should be market rate, it also should include some workforce housing units. It has been noted that a portion of the site
could be used to accommodate student housing or other university uses, but that this should be done only if the university cannot accommodate its space needs elsewhere on campus.

When asked what amenities the new development project should contain, the community unanimously responded with “services that would be appropriate for the neighborhood.” Such uses are quite consistent with a high-quality, mixed-use, transit-oriented development. The panel envisions a variety of services, together with restaurants—including outdoor cafés—and a well-designed streetscape. In addition, the panel suggests exploring the potential for civic uses such as a combination university/public bookstore.

Lastly, in determining the best urban design solution for Square 54, the panel’s analysis starts to give shape to this strategically located development site. It is important to reiterate the panel’s conviction that world-class design should be non-negotiable. The mixed-use components of the development will energize the area with new vitality and bring users together in a meaningful way.

All of this leads to the real issues of building for success. Toward this end, the panel suggests that the university, the development team, the city, and the community continue to consider how they will address the following challenges:

- Accommodate expected university space needs within the mutually agreed-upon campus boundary;
- Define the mechanisms needed to ensure all parties’ compliance with agreements established among stakeholders;
- Put in place agreements to allow development to proceed in a timely fashion; and
- Seize upon this opportunity for all stakeholders to work together to create a model of mutual benefit.

The panel believes that all stakeholders will benefit from this development plan, which addresses the needs of the entire community. There is something in the plan for everyone.
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